GO FURTHER. STAY LONGER.
ELITE COOLERS
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THE COLD HARD TRUTH
You will never need another cooler (unless you want one of our other sizes).
Our engineers have crafted the toughest mobile cold storage unit possible,
with no detail overlooked. Reinforced corners and thick walls insulate
better for longer ice retention while protecting from impact. Superior
stainless steel hardware and built-in UV resistance protect for a lifetime.
And that’s not even getting into the specifics. Test one for a lifetime and see.

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

ELITE OUTDOOR /
OFFSHORE COOLERS
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For nearly half a century, Pelican Products has made protective cases to
transport sensitive equipment through some of the harshest conditions
on Earth. That same extreme level of engineering is available in Pelican
ProGear Elite Coolers. End to end, no other coolers can measure up
to our rugged standards. From the toughest handles in the business
to stainless steel hardware and extreme ice retention, there’s nothing
tougher. Guaranteed for life. Bring it.

ENGINEERED TO LAST
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1. Up to 10 Day Ice Retention*
2. Certified Grizzly Proof
3. Molded-in Lock Hasp
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Reinforced Steel Security
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4. Press & Pull Latches
Wide for Gloved Use
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5. Freezer Grade Gasket
Keeps Cold Air In

6. Stainless Steel Hardware

Corrosion Resistant Hinges & Screws
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7. Molded-in Lift Bar Handles
8. Rugged Rotomolded Body
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Ultra-Thick Polyurethane Insulation

9. Nonskid & Nonmarking Raised Feet
Protects Boat Decks & Floors
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10. Reinforced Impact-Cushioned Corners
11. Molded-in Tie Down Channels
12. Sloped Floor & Tethered Plug
Threaded for Standard Garden Hose

13. Padded Grip Swing Handles
14. Nonskid Lid Surface
Integrated Fish Ruler

*See Page 13 for Maximum Ice Retention Guidelines & Accessories

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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MORE ICE
MEANS MORE FISH
Out here, constant salt and sand abrasion, pounding swells and
blazing heat are normal conditions. Pelican ProGear has made the
first cooler up to the challenge. It’ll outlive my boat in the long run.
And with up to ten days of ice retention, this is the end of docking
without a catch.

MARK DAVIS

Big Water Adventurer
PELICAN Pro

TACKLES ANYTHING
Offshore conditions are extreme and Pelican
ProGear Coolers are crafted to excel in them.
Nonskid, nonmarking rubber feet protect your boat
deck. Molded-in channels work with tie-downs to hold
fast in even the roughest conditions. Push-button, wide
latches are optimized for gloved hands. Every advantage
justifies its space on board. Stand on the textured top to
reel in a record. Check your fish with the molded-in ruler.
Add a cushion for more seating. You can even separate the
day’s catch from provisions with a dry rack. There’s a record
out there waiting and you’ve got the cooler of a lifetime to
chase it. Pack enough ice.

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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CHAD BELDING
Host:The Fowl Life

TROPHY CASE
Filled with ice and packed with a week’s
provisions, no matter how the hunt ends, every
escape is a success. Bear-proof, lockable and
solid enough to live outside, it’s built tougher
than most cabins.

Camp just got more civilized – in a good way.
Weatherproof, drop-tested and wildlife secure, Elite
Coolers are anything but primitive. Add a lid cushion
to make it sofa-comfortable while it stands up to the
elements and any kind of abuse or wildlife that comes
its way. Meanwhile, incredible insulation keeps ice for up
to ten days. Lift from the molded-in grips or use the padded
grip swing handles to toss in the truck or strap onto a fourwheeler to pack out your harvest. The hunt for the perfect
cooler is over – get ready for next season.

Pelican Elite Coolers have been certified bear-resistant
by the Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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Exploring the outdoors brings us closer together, literally
and figuratively. Solid cold storage that can be safe
outside is one less thing to worry about. These memories,
not to mention this cooler, will last a lifetime. Guaranteed.

COLD COMFORT
Secure from critters, weather and unwanted access
– your Pelican ProGear Cooler is at home outside.
Sealed tight and solidly constructed, it can keep ice
(and your vital supplies) cold for a whole vacation while
also doubling as an extra bench, nonslip stepstool,
tabletop and durable cutting board. When you’re ready
to break camp and head back to civilization, the sloped
floor and threaded drain plug make cleanup a breeze.
Reinforced corners, thick insulation and stainless-steel parts

IN FOR THE LONG HAUL

mean it’s built to last for generations of great adventures.

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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Blow the whistle on ice runs and gather the team, the
top-ranked ice retention of Pelican Elite Coolers will
keep the beverages cold and the grill loaded way past
regulation time.

GAME ON
Score extra points with new colors and enough
supplies to cater to the entire fan base, or pack a
personal assortment of beverages and go on a BBQ
tasting tour with our new 20QT size. The Elite Cooler
playbook delivers extreme ice retention plus a strong
lineup of options like a wire rack to keep your dogs from
fumbling into the ice, padded seat cushions for hometeam comfort and convenient tie downs to turn your

WIN IN OVERTIME

pickup into an end-zone celebration. Season after season,
Elite Coolers tackle party prep like champions, thanks to
stainless steel hardware, freezer-grade seals and a lifetime
warranty. Go Team!

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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ONE FOR THE ROAD

HEAVY DUTY AT EVERY SIZE

From the molded-in cup holders to the built-in bottle opener, the 20QT Elite Cooler brings solid mobility
and convenience everywhere you go. Packing in many of the same features as the big guys, this
compact version also features a lid-locking, long handle for comfortable one-person transport. Choose
from nineteen custom colors or the standard white or tan to match your car, truck, tent, boat, kayak,
canoe, team or outfit – and set off on your next adventure with enough ice to make it last longer.

Venture further off beaten paths and waterways with Elite Coolers of every size, each featuring epic ice-retention and
lifetime guarantees and now available in your choice of nineteen custom colors or the standard white or tan.* See your favorite
outdoor retailer to purchase or visit Pelican.com for more product details on the whole line and available accessories.

Elite Cooler

Elite Cooler

20QT/18.9 L

35QT/33.1L

Elite Cooler

Elite Cooler

45QTW/42.6L

65QT/61.5L

Red (RED)

Golden Yellow (GDYEL)

Dark Blue (DKBLU)

Burgundy (BUR)

Forest Green (FTGRN)

45QT/42.6L

COLORS
Elite Cooler

Navy Blue (NVBLU)

Elite Cooler

Elite Cooler

80QT/75.7L

95QT/89.9L
White (WHT)

Purple (PUR)

Midnight Blue (MNBLU)

Orange (ORG)

Aqua Green (AQGRN)

Tan (TAN)

Maroon (MRN)

Light Blue (LTBLU)

Burnt Orange (BTORG)

Teal Green (TLGRN)

Gray (GRY)

Deep Purple (DPPUR)

Deep Blue (DPBLU)

Dark Yellow (DKYEL)

OD Green (OD)

Elite Cooler
150QT/142L
Elite Cooler
250QT/236.6L

*Contact Pelican Customer Service for Custom Color Program details.

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES

MAXIMIZING ICE RETENTION
Elite Coolers are designed to maintain temperature
for an extended time. Proper preparation, packing,
efficient opening, and avoiding direct sunlight will
help you obtain optimum performance.
Chill First/Pack Cold:
Before packing, bring cooler inside or into air
conditioning overnight and pre-cool it with a
load of ice.
Ice 101:

Seat Cushion (White)

Seat Cushion (Green)

Block ice melts at a slower rate and maintains
temperature best, but cubed ice chills quickest. A
mix of both may help you get the best results.
Dry ice compatible.
Ratio of Cool:
For maximum efficiency, we recommend a 2:1 ratio
of ice to goods. When not filled to capacity, top with
additional ice.
Hold Water:

Tie Down Kit

As ice melts in your cooler, resist draining.
Retained water acts as additional insulation
while blocking airflow to help maintain your cold
temperature.
Dry Rack

PELICAN LIMITED LIFETIME
GUARANTEE OF EXCELLENCE
Pelican Products, Inc. guarantees its coolers for a lifetime against
breakage or defects in workmanship. To the extent permitted by
law, Pelican’s liability is limited to the cooler and not its contents.
This lifetime guarantee does not cover the wheels, rubber feet, drain
plug/spigot, gasket, cooler accessories or color fading, which Pelican
warrants against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 90
days from the date of purchase. Pelican coolers are not intended for the
storage or transportation of hazardous substances. All warranty claims of
any nature are barred if the cooler has been altered, damaged or in any way
physically changed, or subjected to abuse, misuse, negligence or accident.
In Australia: www.pelican.com/warranty/australia

More at PelicanProGear.Com 1.800.473.5422
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